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Justified Social Distrust 
By Lacey J. Davidson and Mark Satta 

 
ABSTRACT: A community demonstrates social trust when most members believe that others in their 
community are contributing to the goals and projects of one another by complying with mutually 
beneficial shared social norms. Scholars have argued that social trust is a good thing because it plays 
an essential stabilizing role in cooperative systems and provides many important benefits. Much of 
the relevant literature on social trust has assumed that individuals are epistemically justified in believing 
that others will comply with mutually beneficial norms. This paper examines circumstances when such 
epistemic justification is not present. Focusing on the example of anti-Black racism in the United 
States, we offer an account of epistemically justified social distrust in which individuals are justified in 
believing that others in their community are irrelevant or harmful for achieving one another’s goals 
either by upholding harmful social norms or by failing to uphold beneficial social norms in an inclusive 
manner. We also explore potential pathways for building trust when social distrust is epistemically 
justified. Because justified social trust requires evidence that society is in fact trustworthy, the first step 
to building justified social trust must be building a society that is in fact trustworthy. 

 
I. Introduction 
 

 Human social life requires frequent interaction between strangers. Such interaction typically 

works best when there is widespread trust that other people normally contribute to the collective 

success of others by upholding certain standards of behavior. Such widespread trust is a remarkable 

achievement, especially given how little information we have about most of the people with whom 

we interact. This general trusting attitude toward relevant others allows people to engage in a wide 

variety of large-scale pro-social and cooperative behaviors that would otherwise be impossible. This 

includes the creation of sustained culture and normative rules, which can provide great personal and 

collective benefits.1 

Many scholars have theorized that these cooperative trusting behaviors gave rise to and are 

now supported by a norm system of some kind (see Kelly and Davis 2018 for an overview). Among 

these scholars, some (Bicchieri 2006, Vallier 2019) argue that social trust plays an essential stabilizing 

 
1 See Henrich (2015) for a more detailed argument about how culture drives human evolution and increases evolutionary 
adaptivity. 
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role in cooperative systems. A public demonstrates social trust when most members believe that 

others in the same public are contributing to the goals and projects of one another by complying 

with shared social norms. Kevin Vallier (2019) has argued that people have moral reasons to act in 

ways that sustain the system of social trust; they have moral reasons to be trustworthy and act as if 

others are trustworthy with respect to upholding social norms. However, these moral reasons to act 

as if others are trustworthy obtain only when such trust is epistemically justified, i.e. when 

individuals have good reasons to believe that others will comply with norms (Vallier 2019, 52-57). 

Beliefs that constitute trust and stabilize norms must be at least truth approximate.  

Vallier’s approach to the social trust literature operates under the assumptions that 1) 

individuals are generally epistemically justified in believing that others will comply with norms,2 and 

2) existent social norms benefit a public’s members. Our purpose here is to examine cases when 

either 1) some members of a public lack epistemic justification for the belief that others will comply 

with particular norms (because they have evidence that others in fact do not) or 2) the upholding of 

some social norms is harmful to some people in the community. In these cases, social trust is 

undermined either by norm-violating actions or by the upholding of harmful norms. When 

individuals or groups consistently flout certain standards for behavior or uphold harmful norms, 

other (and sometimes even the same) individuals and groups may question the extent to which their 

community is trustworthy. When such barriers for social trust are present, individuals are unable to 

fully obtain the collective benefits supported by systems of social trust. Under such circumstances, 

not only do some members of a public lack justification for social trust, but they also have 

 
2 Depending on the theory of norms one is using, this point may be somewhat trivial. For example, on Bicchieri’s (2006, 
2017) account, norms are behavioral regularities that are sustained by certain psychological states (beliefs about what 
others will do and what others think people should do). Thus, if individuals have epistemic access to these behavioral 
regularities, and they have no reason to believe that change is on the horizon, they are epistemically justified in their 
belief that others will continue to follow the norm and that others believe individuals ought to follow the norm. 
However, behavior regularities only capture what most people in a society do. We hope to complicate this picture 
throughout the paper. 
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justification for social distrust. It is crucial to note that this kind of social distrust is the downstream 

effect of social conditions that are not worthy of social trust. Thus, creating social trust should be 

first and foremost a task of creating social conditions that merit social trust.  

In this paper we describe the concept of justified social distrust and put forward empirical 

evidence that there are some groups of people who are justified in their social distrust even when 

within a majority trusting society. The central example we will focus on is the anti-Black racism 

woven into many of the United States’ social norms and practices and the justified social distrust 

developed by many Black people living in the United States in response. When social distrust is 

present, we lose out on the important benefits of social trust like the stability of social institutions.3 

Although social trust can be both valuable and a moral good (Vallier 2019), social trust cannot and 

should not be maintained when a community’s social norms systematically benefit some while 

harming others. Our social norms must benefit people of all racial identities within the public in 

order to secure social trust and the valuable things social trust brings to a society. 

In the weeks following the murder of George Floyd, the call to build trust between police 

and communities reverberated on many news programs. Such narratives often suggest the problem 

is that Black people don’t trust the police. These narratives imply that Black people need to be more 

trusting and that Black people’s lack of trust is a root cause of police violence. In this paper we 

counter this narrative by arguing that (re)establishing social trust first requires becoming trustworthy 

so that members of a community may be justified in trusting.4 

We’ll proceed in the following way. In Section II, we provide empirical data about the 

systemically racist social and material conditions in the United States. In Section III, we develop our 

 
3 There may be times when instability of a social institution is a good thing. For example, instability can cause harmful 
institutions to lose their effectivity. As we develop the concept of justified social distrust, we’ll explore this possibility 
further. 
4 Some institutions, such as the police, may be incapable of becoming more trustworthy. In such cases, the path to 
building trust is to re-imagine our institutions. 
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account of justified social distrust against the backdrop of Vallier’s (2019) conception of social trust. 

Drawing on the information provided in Section II, we argue that for many Black people living in 

the U.S. the necessary conditions for social trust (Vallier 2019, 48) have not been met. We also argue 

that there are many practices and actions that actively work against the meeting of the conditions for 

social trust such that many Black people are also justified in their social distrust. In Section IV, we 

explore pathways for building trust. Because social trust ought to be epistemically justified, building 

social trust requires changing the world before changing people’s minds. That is to say, the first step 

in building social trust is to become more trustworthy so that social trust is epistemically justified. 

Before proceeding, we offer two points about our methodology. First, the accounts of social 

trust that we focus on in this paper are largely cognitivist accounts of social trust that place emphasis 

on the beliefs of individuals. We think this framework is useful for parsing out our account of social 

distrust, especially since we focus on the epistemic justification of social distrust. That said, we also 

think there is good evidence supporting the view that there are important non-cognitivist features of 

social norms such as feelings about what one ought to do and behavioral inclinations to comply with 

norms (Richerson & Boyd 2005; Sripada & Stich 2007; Henrich 2015; Kelly & Davis 2018). If the 

function of the norm system relies on much more than beliefs, then changing beliefs won’t 

necessarily be enough to change norms or to regain trust.5 Further, there may be cases in which 

norms shift without changes in beliefs (Paluck, Shepherd, Aronow 2016; Paluck 2009). So, while we 

focus on the doxastic features of social distrust, we are not committed to a view in which beliefs are 

the only mechanism for supporting or shifting social norms or social trust. 

Second, this chapter is primarily an exercise in non-ideal theory. What we mean here is that 

we wish to start with the material conditions and lived experiences of real people living in the U.S. 

 
5 Vallier (2018) makes clear that his account of Social Trust is a cognitivist account that identifies beliefs as necessary for 
Social Trust (46-47). We neither endorse nor reject this view.  
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and to theorize with these experiences at the center. We take our approach to be guided and inspired 

by feminist and critical race theory (for specific examples, see Moraga and Azaldúa 1981, hooks 

1984, Mills 2005, Harris 2020). From this robust literature, there are three primary methodological 

principles we aim to center in this chapter. First, we aim to focus on the experiences of those most 

oppressed given current power structures, lest we be tempted to treat those who suffer the most as 

outliers in an otherwise just system. Second, we embrace the claim that we cannot conceive of the 

proper goals or ideals to build social trust in our society without assessing the current social 

structures and the material conditions supported by these structures. Theorizing from this approach 

does not lend itself to over simplification, and we see this as a strength rather than a weakness. 

Finally, we come to this work and write this chapter as white embodied people and non-ideal theory 

allows us to acknowledge the ways this shapes our experiences and can limit our perspectives.  

Section II: Material Conditions and Lived Experiences 
 

In this section of the chapter, we will review some of the unjust material conditions 

experienced by Black people in the U.S., focusing on mass incarceration, policing and police 

brutality, housing, barriers to generating wealth, and healthcare. We take these conditions to be 

produced and maintained by systemic racism, which shows up in our interpersonal interactions, our 

social norms, procedures and policies, and institutions. We take a descriptive approach in this 

section that is informed by Harris’ (2018) approach in “Necro-Being: An Actuarial Account of 

Racism.” He argues that racism is a “polymorphous agent of death” that shows up in many ways 

and modes, and we move forward from this framework in giving a descriptive account here that 

does not require a neat, complete, or unified account of the causes or explanations for these material 

conditions.  

The Movement for Black Lives specifically highlights the war on Black communities in mass 

incarceration and policing. They write, “Policing, criminalization, and surveillance have increasingly 
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become the primary and default responses to every conflict, harm, and need, including those flowing 

from systematic displacement and divestment from infrastructure and programs aimed at meeting 

basic needs in working class and low-income communities.” This war on Black communities impacts 

the lived experiences of Black people in their everyday lives as they go to work and school, spend 

time with their families and friends, and sleep in their homes at night. 

According to the NAACP, “African Americans6 are incarcerated at more than five times the 

rate of whites,” making up thirty-four percent of the correctional population while representing only 

thirteen percent of the population of the U.S. The lifetime likelihood of imprisonment for Black 

men born in 2001 is one in three while it is one in nine for white men, and the lifetime likelihood of 

imprisonment for Black women is one in eighteen in comparison to one in one-hundred and eleven 

for white women (The Sentencing Project). 

Incarceration rates are influenced by arrest rates and sentencing. The ACLU found that “a 

Black person is 3.73 times more likely to be arrested for marijuana possession than a white person, 

even though Blacks and whites use marijuana at similar rates.” Starr and Rehavi (2013) found that 

prosecutors were nearly twice as likely to charge Black defendants with crimes that have mandatory 

minimum sentences, increasing incarceration time. As argued by Alexander (2010) in The New Jim 

Crow and DuVernay in the documentary 13th (2016) mass incarceration is un updated mechanism of 

control that replaced enslavement and Jim Crow laws. 

As should be expected, mass incarceration has effects beyond the experience of the person 

who is incarcerated. A key finding of the Economic Policy Institute’s “Mass Incarceration and 

Children’s Outcomes” found that an “African American child is six times as likely as a white child to 

have or have had an incarcerated parent” (Morsey & Rothstein 2016). In addition, many of those 

 
6 Throughout the paper, we will use the language for racial and ethnic categories used within a study or report when 
discussing the findings of that study or report. For example, if the study or report uses ‘African Americans,’ we will use 
that term when discussing the findings of the study or report. 
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who are incarcerated were previously the family’s primary income provider, which has longstanding 

effects on financial stability (Western and Pettit 2010). There are also many barriers to re-entry, such 

as legal discrimination in housing, work, and financial assistance, which increases the “collateral 

consequences” of incarceration such as unemployment, housing insecurity, poverty, and recidivism 

(Pinard 2013).  

Alongside mass incarceration is policing and police brutality. The data on police brutality is 

difficult to track because only certain data is required to be collected and it is collected and reported 

by police departments themselves (Goldberg 2020), but the testimony of Black people and the 

available data shows robust anti-Black police brutality. A 2019 Human Rights Watch study of 

policing in Tulsa, Oklahoma from 2012-2017 found that “Black people in Tulsa are 2.7 times more 

likely to be subjected to physical force by police officers than white people on a per capita basis” (6) 

and “2.3 times more likely than white people to be arrested” (7). In an analysis of New York City’s 

Stop and Frisk program, Fryer (2018) found that “on non-lethal uses of force – putting hands on 

civilians (which includes slapping or grabbing) or pushing individuals into a wall or onto the ground, 

there are large racial differences. In the raw data, blacks and Hispanics are more than fifty percent 

more likely to have an interaction with police which involves any use of force” (3-4). Using 911 call 

data from two unnamed cities, Hoekstra and Sloan (2020) found that, “while white and black 

officers use gun force at similar rates in white and racially mixed neighborhoods, white officers are 

five times as likely to use gun force in predominantly black neighborhoods.”. 

According to the organization Mapping Police Violence, in 2017, “Black people were more 

likely to be killed by police, more likely to be unarmed and less likely to be threatening someone 

when killed.” Specifically, twenty-seven percent of those killed by the police in 2017 were Black, 

which is a stark over representation in comparison to the population. Here are just some of the 

names of Black people killed by the police in the last five years: George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, 
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Atatiana Jefferson, Aura Rosser, Stephon Clark, Botham Jean, Philando Castille, Alton Sterling, 

Michelle Cusseaux, and Freddie Gray (for more information see Chughtai 2020). Breonna Taylor 

was sleeping in her bed when she was shot eight times and killed by police who entered her home using 

a “no-knock warrant” and after the suspect had already been apprehended by other members of the 

police department. For Black people, police violence is a part of what it means to be policed. 

In addition to the violence endured by institutions meant to “protect and serve,” Black 

people have been denied equal access to good housing and to opportunities to generate wealth 

throughout the entirety of the U.S. history. These barriers to housing and wealth-accumulation have 

in turn denied Black people equal access to education and educational resources, sufficient nutrition, 

employment, and reliable transportation between home and work.  

The specific structure of the barriers to housing and wealth have changed many times since 

the end of the antebellum enslavement of Black people. The cruelties of unjust labor practices in the 

South, such as share cropping, led many Black people to move from the rural South into northern 

U.S. cities during World War I and in the five decades that followed (Wilkerson 2010). But through 

the combined and often coordinated efforts of private and public actors, on both state and federal 

levels, Black people were barred from obtaining the most desirable housing reserved for white 

people (Rothstein 2017). 

In the private sphere, these barriers were created by racially restrictive covenants whereby 

entire white neighborhoods agreed via contract not to sell homes to Black people (Rothstein 2017, 

Ch. 5), by the refusal of many financial institutions to give mortgages to prospective Black 

homeowners (Stocker-Edwards 1988), and by the nationally coordinated commitment of real estate 

agents to uphold racial segregation in housing (Szto 2013). Both the Supreme Court and numerous 

state courts upheld racially restrictive covenants as constitutional in the early decades of the 

twentieth century (Rothstein 2017, Ch. 5). It wasn’t until 1948 that the Supreme Court finally 
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acknowledged that enforcement of racially restrictive covenants was unconstitutional (Shelley v. 

Kraemer).  

Public and private housing discrimination against Black people persisted well beyond the era 

of racially restrictive covenants. Until the passing of the Fair Housing Act of 1968, it was legal in the 

U.S. to deny important housing services to particular communities, most notably Black 

communities. In a process now known as redlining, financial and other important institutions 

continued to systematically withhold services from neighborhoods based on the ethnic or racial 

make-up of the neighborhood. These institutions also used the racial and ethnic makeup of 

neighborhoods to determine the value of homes, with the highest value being given to homes in 

exclusively white neighborhoods. In turn, the Federal Housing Administration used these racist 

determinations of home values as a cornerstone of its housing policy for much of the early twentieth 

century up through 1968. As a result, many white people and white suburban neighborhoods 

received substantial government subsidies that were denied to Black people and other People of 

Color. This led to the underdevelopment of Black neighborhoods that were deemed by financial 

institutions, realtors, and state and federal governments to be “undesirable” or “insecure.” This de 

jure segregation continues to affect segregation and community resources today (Rothstein 2017). 

These racist housing policies have had long lasting consequences on the material 

circumstances of Black people in the U.S. For many living in the U.S., home ownership is the chief 

means of accumulating wealth (Szto 2013; Oliver and Shapiro 1995). Historian Richard Rothstein 

provides a vivid example: 

[M]ost African Americans have suffered under this de jure system [of 
unconstitutional housing discrimination]…For example, many African 
American World War II veterans did not apply for govern-guaranteed 
mortgages for suburban purchases because they knew that the Veterans 
Administration would reject them on account of their race, so applications 
were pointless. Those veterans then did not gain wealth from home equity 
appreciation as did white veterans, and their descendants then could not inherit 
that wealth as did white veterans’ descendants. With less inherited wealth, 
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African Americans today are generally less able than their white peers to afford 
to attend good colleges. (Rothstein 2017, xi). 
 

These downstream effects of past systemic racial discrimination in housing are not the only ways in 

which systemic racism still makes it difficult for Black people to own homes and accumulate wealth. 

Historian Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor outlines in her book Race for Profit that in the over fifty years 

since the passage of the 1968 Fair Housing Act, actors in the private sector, such as financial 

institutions, have continued to exploit Black people for profit. Taylor refers to these racist practices 

as “predatory inclusion,” which she describes as follows: 

Predatory inclusion describes how African American homebuyers were granted access 
to conventional real estate practice and mortgage financing, but on more expensive 
and comparatively unequal terms. These terms were justified because of the 
disproportionate conditions of poverty and dilapidation in the scarred urban 
geography that had been produced by years of public and private institutional neglect. 
When redlining ended, these conditions of poverty and distress became excuses for 
granting entry into the conventional market on different and more expensive terms, in 
comparison with the terms offered to suburban residents (Taylor 2019, 5).  
 

Taylor also recounts how real estate and mortgage bankers have sought out low income 

home buyers in order to profit off the possibility that they will “fail to keep up with their home 

payments and slip into foreclosure” (Taylor 2019, 5). Such practices began shortly after the passage 

of the Fair Housing Act and continued right through “the acceleration of subprime lending in the 

atmosphere of deregulation in the late 1990s and the early 2000s” which “resulted in unprecedented 

home losses for African Americans” (Taylor 2019, 262). 

Black people living in the United States also have inferior health outcomes. For example, the 

infant mortality rate for Black women’s babies born in the U.S. is about twice as high as it is for 

babies born to white, Asian, or Hispanic women (Galvin 2019). Black people in the United States 

have also often been subject to unjust forms of medical experimentation. Journalist Harriet 

Washington summarizes the situation as follows.  

The experimental exploitation of African Americans is not an issue of the last decade 
or even the past few decades. Dangerous, involuntary, and nontherapeutic 
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experimentation upon African Americans has been practice widely and documented 
extensively at least since the eighteenth century. (Washington 2006, 7).  
 

In her book Medical Apartheid, Washington outlines not only historical abuse of Black people by the 

hands of medical practitioners in the U.S., but a litany of abuses that have occurred in more recent 

decades such as radiation experiments conducted on Black Americans, research on Black prisoners, 

and U.S. military bioterrorism targeted against Black people living in the U.S (2006). She offers far 

more information about such abuses than can be summarized in this chapter, so we will focus on 

one example of medical abuse against Black people in the U.S. discussed by Washington and others: 

the compulsory sterilization of Black women and other Women of Color.7 

Compulsory sterilization in the U.S. began within eugenics programs aimed at ending things 

like “hereditary insanity” and primarily targeted institutionalized individuals.  From the origin of the 

practice, forced sterilizations were considered to be a justified public health strategy. When the 

Supreme Court heard Buck v. Bell (1927), they ruled the practice constitutional “for the protection 

and health of the state.” Though these practices began inside of mental health institutions, the 

precedent set by Buck v. Bell allowed states to begin sterilizing individuals that had not been 

institutionalized, often through coercion and deceit.  

In the first half of the twentieth century, California far outpaced other states in terms of the 

number of compulsory sterilizations performed. Eventually states like Virginia and North Carolina 

performed more compulsory sterilizations within particular years, but the over 20,000 sanctioned 

compulsory sterilizations in California between 1909 and 1979 remains unmatched (Stern 2005, 

1128-29). Historian Alexandra Minna Stern, in seeking to offer a partial explanation for the longevity 

of the practice in California, writes that “from the outset, California defined sterilization not as a 

 
7 We use the term ‘compulsory sterilization’ as an umbrella term that covers both instances in which an outside party 
puts undue pressure on someone else to give up their ability to reproduce (coerced sterilization) and instances in which 
an outside party sterilizes someone without gaining permission from the person sterilized (forced sterilization). 
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punishment but as a prophylactic measure that could simultaneously defend the public health, 

preserve precious fiscal resources, and mitigate the menace of the ‘unfit’ and ‘feebleminded’” (Stern 

2005, 1130). Alongside other groups, such as Mexican women, African Americans were among the 

those that were disproportionately targeted for compulsory sterilization in California (Stern 2005, 

1131).  

The 1950s and 1960s saw increased compulsory sterilization of women in southern states 

like North Carolina and Virginia (Sebring 2012; Stern 2005, 1132). Rationales for sterilization during 

these periods included concerns about bad parenting and population burdens, along with punitive 

rationales (Paul 1968; Stern 2005, 1132). During this period Black women (along with other socially 

vulnerable populations) continued to be disproportionately affected (Stern 2005, 1132). Perhaps the 

most well-known case in this era is the compulsory sterilization of two African American sisters, 

Minnie Lee and Mary Alice Relf. Minnie Lee and Mary Alice received tubal ligations when their 

mother—who was known by staff to be illiterate—signed an “X” to consent for what she thought 

were routine birth control injections. These procedures were done at a Health, Education, and 

Welfare (now the Department of Health and Human Services) clinic in Montgomery, Alabama. 

When the Southern Poverty Law Center filed a lawsuit, Relf v. Weinberger (1973), a “district court 

found an estimated 100,000 to 150,000 poor people [often People of Color] were sterilized annually 

under federally-funded programs” (SPLC).  

Though many of the state laws sanctioning compulsory sterilization have been repealed, and 

informed consent laws have replaced them, the threat of compulsory sterilization is still alive for 

many Black women due to non-compliance with the current laws by healthcare providers. For 

example, between 2006 and 2010, in two California state prisons over 150 female prisoners were 

sterilized shortly after giving birth in a manner that failed to comply with state law (Ohlheiser 2013). 
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This included the testimony of one inmate who stated that “she was pressured to agree to a tubal 

ligation while strapped down and sedated in preparation for a C-section” (Ohlheiser 2013). 

This is just one example of how disparate treatment of Black people in comparison to white 

people in the U.S. medical system has disproportionately harmed Black people living in the United 

States. The lived experiences of Black people in the U.S. are a part of an oppressive system that has 

resulted in Black people being overpoliced and disproportionately incarcerated while being denied 

equal opportunities to housing, wealth, education, and employment. Part of this experience is being 

part of a broader white-dominant culture in which many white people fail to understand or 

acknowledge the nature of Black people’s oppression. Throughout this section, we have emphasized 

the ways in which these practices have been considered normal practices throughout U.S. history 

and these conditions are often produced by the very institutions meant to increase quality of life (at 

least in theory), such as policing, housing institutions, and healthcare. We review these conditions to 

ground our theorizing of justified social distrust. 

III. Justified Social Distrust  

 As discussed in the introduction, social trust can be socially valuable. It supports our moving 

through the world with each other by stabilizing widespread pro-social and cooperative behaviors 

and associated social institutions (Vallier 2018). Thus, individuals have good reasons to trust those 

they interact with so that social trust arises on the group level. However, as emphasized in the 

introduction, social trust cannot arise under conditions in which individuals and groups are 

untrustworthy, because social trust must be epistemically justified to function. Under conditions of 

widespread social oppression, social trust cannot be created or maintained. Working from Vallier’s 

(2019) definition and conditions for social trust, we explore the conditions for social distrust, 

focusing on the ways distrust can be epistemically justified. We do this through both conceptual 
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analysis and through the case of anti-Black racism in the U.S.8 To move toward outlining distrust, 

we’ll proceed as follows. First, we’ll highlight two important features of trust from the interpersonal 

trust literature9 that will be relevant to social trust and distrust: the distinction between reliance and 

trust and accounts of justification for trust. Second, we’ll give an overview of the concept of social 

trust grounded in the social norms literature and as developed by Vallier (2019). Third, moving from 

the material conditions caused and maintained by systemic anti-Black racism and white supremacy, 

we’ll give an account of social distrust. Working through the literature in this way demonstrates that 

social distrust is conceptually coherent with philosophical accounts of trust. 

What is Trust? How is it Justified? 

Annette Baier (1986) distinguishes between trusting someone and merely relying on someone 

or something (further theorized by Holton 1994, Townley & Garfield 2013). When we rely on 

someone, we expect someone to do something. For example, we rely on the owner of the corner 

deli to sell food that has been stored at the proper temperatures to prevent the growth of listeria. In 

short, we rely on them to prevent food poisoning because food poisoned customers are bad for 

business. If she fails to do so, we are prepared to be disappointed, perhaps dismayed that we have to 

find a new place for lunch, a new place with more reliable corned beef. However, when we trust 

individuals, rather than merely rely on them, we are prepared to react to them in a different kind of 

way, in many cases because we depended on their goodwill toward us.10 According to Holton (1994), 

“In cases where we trust and are let down, we do not just feel disappointed…We feel betrayed” (66). 

Say I’ve developed a relationship with the deli owner, and I come to believe that they care for my 

 
8 Social oppression persists for many additional communities (for one example, see Davidson & Satta 2021), but 
focusing in on anti-Black racism in the United States is useful because of the paradigmatic ways in which both social and 
epistemic injustice have been a consistent part of the nation’s history and persists into the present. 
9 We begin with interpersonal trust because it is the foundation of the philosophical literature on trust. 
10 This dependence relation can be cashed out using different concepts. Vallier (2018), for example, argues that we 
depend on another’s acting out of moral reasons in upholding trust. The conceptual framework we lay out here is 
agnostic on this point. See fn 14 for further explication. 
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well-being and health. Now, I no longer merely rely on them for my daily lunch, I’ve come to trust 

them. Thus, if the deli owner serves me meat they know to be at a high risk for contamination, no 

longer have they just let me down. They’ve betrayed me. In short, when we trust, we bring in the 

possibility of responding to others with the uniquely human relational “reactive attitudes” (Strawson 

1974) like those of resentment, gratitude, betrayal, and forgiveness. This is important because trust, 

lack of trust, and distrust are tied to emotional responses, not just doxastic states.  

Alongside this distinction, we can also distinguish between two different accounts of the 

justification for interpersonal trust. There are two basic kinds of accounts of the justification of 

trust: evidence-directed and end-directed. On the first account, trust is justified when it is fitting, and 

trust is fitting when we have good reasons to believe that others have good will toward us. Put 

another way, it is appropriate to have the attitude of trust toward individuals only when the persons 

have qualities or tendencies that make them trustworthy. The second type of account is end-

directed. Here, trust is justified when it is instrumentally valuable for things like cooperation 

(Gambetta 1988; Hardin 2002). On these accounts, one could be justified in trusting another even if 

one lacked good evidential reasons to do so but had good practical reasons to do so. Though trust 

may be epistemically unwarranted, we are justified in trusting when it leads to desirable outcomes. In 

this paper, we will work from the evidence-directed account of trust. Although we certainly think 

that trust is valuable for practical reasons, including the positive or valuable systems supported by 

trust, we will not use an end-directed conception of justification for trust that relies on these values. 

We will assume that trust that is justified in the evidence-directed sense will also generally be 

instrumentally valuable and lead to social goods in many cases. We will maintain the distinctions 

between reliance and trust, on the one hand, and between evidence-directed and end-directed 

justification for trust, on the other, as we move to our discussion of the group-level concepts of 

social trust and distrust. 
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Social Trust 

As described by Vallier (2019), social trust is a group-level state of affairs dependent on the 

beliefs of members of a public about other members of their public.11 For clarity, we will begin with 

Vallier’s definition of social trust: 

ST: A public exhibits social trust to the extent that its participant members generally believe 
that other participants are necessary or helpful for achieving one another’s goals and that 
(most or all) members are generally willing and able to do their part to achieve those goals, 
knowingly or unknowingly, by following moral rules where moral reasons are sufficient to 
motivate compliance (37).  
 

Here, Vallier identifies what he takes to be the necessary conditions for a public to exhibit social 

trust. The first condition, the belief that others are helpful for achieving one’s goals, comes from 

Cristiano Castelfranchi and Rino Falcone’s (2010) view that “a truster only trusts when she has a 

goal that the trustee is required to facilitate” (Vallier 2019, 25). Vallier labels this the reliance 

condition. Remember, though, that trust requires something over and above reliance. The second 

condition, identified with “willing and able” in Vallier’s definition, is the competence condition of trust. 

Third, we come to the reason why individuals comply with moral rules (a type of social norm), 

which for Vallier must be moral reasons. These moral reasons motivate due to some internal moral, 

rather than prudential, commitment to upholding the norm.12 On Vallier’s (2019) account of moral 

rules, which is embedded in a much larger argument about peaceful political life, individuals have a 

moral obligation to be trustworthy and to treat others as trustworthy to support a system of social 

trust. Thus, unless individuals are given sufficient epistemic justification to believe that others are 

not trustworthy, the belief in the trustworthiness of others should be the default.  

 
11 Bicchieri (2017) uses the concept of reference network rather than publics.  
12 Vallier does not require that these moral reasons solely motivate every time the trustee acts. Rather, the truster must 
believe that these moral reasons are psychological accessible and would motivate the trustee to act. The important thing 
is that the trustee does not comply for morally bad reasons. For more details on the internalization of norms and 
normative motivation for compliance, see Kelly (2020).  
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 We’ve said a little bit about norms and the norm system in the introduction, but since social 

trust is grounded in social norms, it will be helpful to say a bit more about norms. There is no 

widespread agreement here. But, because the social trust literature has largely focused on Bicchieri-

style norms, we’ll start here, remembering that ultimately we endorse a more non-cognitivist view of 

norms in which reportable or accessible beliefs13 need not always be necessary for behavior change. 

For Cristina Bicchieri (2006, 2017), social norms are group-level behavioral regularities that are 

stabilized through a preference to conform to a standard of behavior on the condition that 

individuals within a reference network have beliefs about what others will do (empirical 

expectations) and beliefs about what others think should be done with respect to a particular 

behavior (normative expectations). Social norms are conditional preferences, which is what makes 

them different from moral norms for Bicchieri (2017). Individuals do not prefer to conform to 

social norms outside of their empirical and normative exceptions about others in their reference 

network. In addition to conditional preferences, norms are stabilized through punishment and 

sanction. When a norm is important within a reference network, individuals are consistently 

positively sanctioned for norm-adherence and negatively sanctioned for norm-violations. 14 Because 

social norms are independent from personal preferences and do not necessarily meet needs, 

“[w]ithout these systems of sanctions, the norm could easily fall apart” (Bicchieri 2017, 39). Norms 

play an essential role in the regulation of behavior within particular reference networks. 

 
13 This gets particularly philosophically sticky depending on what one thinks a belief is. If, for example, beliefs are 
attributed based on what one does (Hunter 2011), then behavior change is belief change. On this view, a self-report of a 
belief may be incorrect. It may also depend on the cognitive structure of belief. For example, does a change in an 
association or non-propositional attitude constitute a belief change? These questions will all matter when thinking about 
whether an account is cognitivist or non-cognitivist. Bicchieri (2006) limits her discussion of belief to empirical and 
normative expectations and does not give an account of belief in general (13-15). From here we can glean that she thinks 
beliefs are based on evidence (what other people do or the consequences of what they do) and they are causal (they 
cause preferences to comply with norms). See Kelly and Davis (2018) for a glimpse into why we might think something 
different is going on in Bicchieri’s (2006, 2017) accounts than in more clearly non-cognitive accounts. 
14 Both positive and negative sanctions vary in severity depending on the norm. Some positive sanctions are liking, 
appreciating, respect, etc. Some negative sanctions are disliking, social ostracism, and physical violence. According to 
Bicchieri (2017), norms that are perceived to be onerous are accompanied with stronger negative or positive social 
sanctions to maintain their stability in light of disagreement (38-39).  
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Building off this explanation of group-level behavioral regularities, Vallier (2019) utilizes 

Gerald Gaus’ (2011) notion of moral rules to begin his analysis. Bicchieri-type norms are explicitly 

non-moral in nature, i.e. individuals only comply with norms conditionally, not based on a personal 

moral conviction to follow the norm independently from what others do and think. On Gaus’ 

picture, however, moral rules are based on reciprocal obligation in which we mutually expect one 

another to follow the moral rules (117). This can be interpreted as a conditional preference, and 

therefore “count” as a social norm using Bicchieri’s conception, because the moral rule would not 

persist independently of reciprocal obligation. Vallier’s (2019) account moves from these 

conceptions of social norms such that his view of trust cannot be separated from them.  

Now that we’ve unpacked Vallier’s definition of social trust, we can move forward in 

building our conception of social distrust that is the primary aim of this paper. Our purpose here is 

not to challenge Vallier’s definition for social trust, but rather to offer a new conceptual tool for 

understanding the actual material and epistemic conditions in which find ourselves. In other words, 

we think an understanding of social trust is incomplete without acknowledging the many reasons 

social distrust is justified.  

 On Vallier’s account of social trust, we make sense of the “public” in a fairly straightforward 

manner as a conceptual tool for talking about different groups of people, the norms with which they 

comply, and the behavior regularities within a group. However, we’ll see that when we begin to talk 

of social distrust, this notion quickly becomes more complicated. For example, the U.S. is not just 

one public. Rather it is made up of many smaller communities that make up various publics with 

different sets of social norms. What counts as norm compliance in one public can constitute a norm 

violation within another. Publics do not fall exclusively along socially constructed social group kinds, 

and there are no monolithic publics that adequately represent essential qualities of one or another 

social or cultural group. Still, publics are often made up of individuals who share similar social 
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identities.15 Because these social identities are inextricably tied to social power and privilege, it is not 

surprising that certain publics have imposed, collected, and maintained power throughout the 

comparatively short history of the U.S. These differences in power matter because they can change 

the ways in which individuals and communities (can and should) react to norm violations. Though 

made of many publics, we can also speak of a U.S. public because of the large-scale social 

cooperation, particularly with respect to public institutions and government services; however, we 

must always recognize that this public is not a monolith and that the different publics within the 

U.S. matter greatly to our theorizing. Due to the ways in which publics are loosely correlated with 

social identities that lead to differences in social power, coupled with these large-scale coordination 

needs, we are often unable to discuss what this heterogeneous public believes or has experienced as 

a whole. When we talk about the larger public that is the U.S., we must include the ways in which 

individuals and groups have been oppressed and marginalized through unjust systems. Moving from 

this understanding of multiple, differently situated publics, we can begin to analyze the concept of 

social distrust in the context of the United States and the publics that comprise it. 

Social Distrust 

 According to Vallier’s definition, social trust requires that individuals within a public 

generally believe that others are relevant and useful for achieving each other’s goals and that they are 

generally willing to contribute to the achievement of those goals through complying with moral 

rules. In addition, the compliance with moral rules is motivated by moral reasons, i.e. because one 

believes that the norm in question is normatively binding or expected.16 In order for this trust to be 

stable, the individual’s beliefs must be epistemically justified. This requirement means that members 

 
15 The philosophical, scientific, sociological, and anthropological research in this area is rich and is outside the limitations 
of this paper. For a good philosophical overview, see Mallon (2016).  
16 This replaces the goodwill-type conditions (Jones 1996) in the definitions of interpersonal trust discussed earlier in the 

section. A condition like this is added because of the intuition that A does not trust B to  if B only s out of fear of 
being sanctioned or to improve only her own life. 
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of a public must actually be trustworthy to comply with moral rules. We are interested here in cases 

where many members of a public have good epistemic reasons to actively distrust other members of 

the public with respect to moral rules. This active distrust is not the same as merely not trusting 

(Krishnamurthy 2015, D’Cruz 2020). For example, if a person formed the belief that everyone is 

irrelevant for achieving one another’s goals, i.e. they hold a metaphysical view in which every person 

is an individual actor who acts completely independently from their community, that person would 

no longer have personal social trust. These are not the cases we’re interested in. Rather, we’d like to 

illuminate cases in which individuals within a public are justified in distrusting others in a public and 

in fact do distrust. 

 As with trust, we’ll begin with the reliance condition. In order for trust to get off the ground, 

A has to believe that B is necessary or relevant to contributing to A achieving some goal. Thus, for 

distrust, A must believe that B is either irrelevant or harmful to A in achieving some goal. On the 

account of distrust we’ll build, irrelevance gets at the base of the reliance condition (without it we 

can’t have trust) and harmful points to the kind of behaviors within a public that will most 

effectively justify social distrust. Let’s go back to the redlining example from Section II. The history 

of systematically denying Black people the material resources required to invest in their 

communities, as well as persisting material conditions caused by this history, justifies Black 

individuals in believing that others are harmful to achieving their goals of living in economically 

flourishing and resource rich communities, owning a home, or starting their own business. Though 

this example is specific to one area of life, it is perhaps one of the most important areas that serves 

as the foundation for other goals and life projects. The practice of redlining provides a strong 

example to clarify the absence of reliance within social distrust. 

 Failure to meet the reliance condition for trust is sufficient for establishing non-trust. 

However, our goal here is to flesh out an active social distrust. So, we will explore the competence 
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condition of social trust. For a public to be socially trusting, members must believe that other 

members are willing and able to follow moral rules that contribute to their goals. The literature on 

social trust seems to assume a tight relationship between moral rule compliance and contributing to 

one another’s goals. However, in the development of the concept of social distrust, we will pull 

apart these two concepts and argue that compliance with some moral rules of a public are helpful in 

contributing to one another’s goals while other moral rules are only helpful to some members of a 

public’s goals due to social location.17  We can see this distinction with two examples. Let’s begin 

with an example that is consistent with the social trust literature, i.e. a situation in which others 

following a norm would be helpful to achieving one’s goal. Jack works at a company that uses 

anonymous review of résumés in the first round of application review. Jack’s company instituted this 

policy after noticing that the candidates selected for the second round of review were often all or 

mostly white and, after a few months, most employees have internalized motivation to comply with 

the policy. Sherri is a Black woman applying for a job where Jack works. Jack’s friend Nathan is also 

applying for the job. Jack would like to work with Nathan, so instead of following the company 

policy, Jack looks at the names on the résumés to make sure he puts Nathan into the next round. In 

doing so, he also sacrifices the anonymity of the rest of the candidates. In this case, Jack’s non-

compliance with the moral rule does not contribute to Sherri’s goal of moving onto the next round 

of review, where his compliance would have (compliance ensures that reviewers’ explicit or implicit 

biases do not influence their decisions). We can understand this case straightforwardly with social 

distrust: Jack violated a social norm, and if everyone did this, then social trust would be undermined. 

Now let’s look at an example where compliance with norms undermines trust. 

 
17 Of course, there are interesting and non-interesting cases were people’s goals are not supported. Say A’s goal is to kill 
every person wearing a green shirt. It is clear that other’s compliance with the moral rules will not help A achieve her 
goal. Thus, there are all kinds of goals that are not supported by moral rules. These are not the interesting cases. Here, 
our aim is to explore cases where every day goals having to do with basic human functioning are not supported by the 
current social norms and this non-support is along racial or other social category lines. 
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We can go back to the redlining example here. Howard is a Black man with the goal of 

obtaining a business loan to open a hardware store in his neighborhood. Howard relies on Brian the 

banker to approve them for the business loan. Brian denies Howard’s loan based on a moral rule 

supported by law. Brian invests the money he would’ve loaned to Howard in another neighborhood. 

Here, the following of the moral rule supports Brian’s goals but not Howard’s goals. Thus, in this 

case, Howard believes that Brian will follow the norm (Brian does) but Howard does not believe 

that Brian’s following the norm will help Howard achieve his goal in any way. In this case, 

compliance with the social norm actually harms Howard. It would have been more helpful to 

Howard if Brian would have questioned the moral rule and acted in a different way. But Howard 

does not believe that Brian will do so because Howard knows that there are consequences for 

violating social norms. Though redlining is just one example, there are many other cases where 

social norm compliance does not contribute to oppressed people’s goals. For example, it is often a 

norm violation in the larger public of the U.S. to interrupt a racist joke, question your company’s 

hiring practices, call out someone’s behavior, suggest or make changes to your department’s climate 

to make it more inclusive, or criticize the police. There are many times when upholding social norms 

harms individuals who are already oppressed within current social conditions.18   

With this analysis of the reliance condition and the competence condition, we have come to 

a basic definition of social distrust. To reflect the two situations explored above, the competence 

condition has been split into two conditions: one, where upholding social norms would be helpful to 

the achievement of goals, and two, where challenging a norm would be helpful to the achievement 

of goals.  

SD: A public exhibits social distrust to the extent that its participants generally believe that 
some or most other participants undermine one another’s goals because participants are 
either unwilling or unable to facilitate one another’s goals due to their (i) disobeying helpful 
or just social norms or (ii) obeying harmful or unjust social norms. 

 
18 For an argument that following the racialized social contract enforces white racial dominance, see Mills (1997).  
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Notice that social distrust may be exhibited by a public situated within a larger public that exhibits 

social trust. This may be the case due to meta-norms about the scope of social norms. An individual 

may disobey a helpful or just social norm because they consider the person to be outside of their 

moral community. In other words, the norm is not a limitation on their behavior with respect to 

certain relevant others. This is governed by a sort of meta-norm that sets the conditions for when 

and how certain standards of behavior are required by norms. In this case, the meta-norm is unjust 

while the norm may be just or helpful (in the presence of a just meta-norm). This can allow for the 

maintenance of social distrust in the public at large and distrust within certain sub-publics. 

 Social distrust is justified when members of a public have good reasons for believing that 

some or most of the members of their public will violate helpful or just norms or uphold clearly 

harmful norms. This justification stems from the experience of living in a society where social power 

distributes the means for survival and flourishing in unjust and oppressive ways. The social and 

material conditions faced by Black people in the United States reviewed in Section II provide 

compelling reasons for believing that others are not trustworthy. In this chapter we wish to 

emphasize that we have a collective responsibility to become more trustworthy instead of focusing 

on changing the minds of those who exhibit justified social distrust. 

IV. Building Trust 
 

Social trust does not relate to only one set of norm-governed behaviors or one group in 

particular, but rather involves beliefs about norm compliance in general. This means that social trust 

can still be justified to some degree when members of a public are justified in distrusting a particular 

group to break or uphold norms. However, when a particular case of untrustworthiness is 

embedded within a system of untrustworthy groups and individuals, i.e. when people are justified in 

socially distrusting, it is especially difficult to build trust between individuals and between individuals 

and groups or public entities. In the larger public of the U.S., it is essential that the larger society 
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work to create social conditions that are worthy of Black people’s trust. Such changes would benefit 

Black people by reordering society in a way that better respects their dignity and meets their needs. 

Such changes would also benefit all members of the U.S. by contributing to the creation of a public 

that can support epistemically justified social trust. In this final section, we explore potential 

pathways for building trust within a public that has been and continues to behave in untrustworthy 

ways towards those who are oppressed by individual, cultural, and material structures within that 

public.  

The first potential pathway is a central part of the motivation for this paper. When 

conditions are such that social distrust is justified, it is essential that the public acknowledge these 

conditions with honesty and transparency. In other words, when social distrust within a public is 

justified and members of that public behave in ways that reflects their distrust, we should 

acknowledge that such a distrusting response is justified. Being honest about past mistakes can 

provide evidence that one is becoming more trustworthy, and a commitment to transparency can 

help prevent backsliding into untrustworthy or other harmful practices. Harriet Washington 

showcases the importance of acknowledging wrongdoing with transparency and honesty in her 

discussion of former U.S. Secretary of Energy Hazel O’Leary’s response to a history of clandestine 

radiation research conducted on Americans—mostly People of Color—without their consent. 

Washington (2006, 240-41) writes: 

“In 1993, DOE secretary Hazel O’ Leary, the first African American to hold that 
position, displayed refreshing candor as she reacted to graphic press allegations of the 
government’s experimentation on its own citizens. She admitted the agency’s guilt and 
ordered the selective declassification of vital nuclear information. In December 1993, 
she order the opening of all DOE records of the 435 human radiation experiments 
conducted between 1944 and the 1990s. O’Leary’s investigation ushered in a new 
atmosphere of openness to replace decades of Machiavellian Cold War secretiveness. 
As she explained ‘We’ve learned that openness helps to bring a corrective to 
government, and quickly.’” 
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In the sort-run, such revelations may instill greater distrust in those who had not previously 

suspected such wrongdoing. In the long-run, however, transparency and honesty alongside reform 

are essential components to building trust.   

A second potential pathway for building trust is for members of a public to listen to those 

who exhibit distrust, with an expectation that such people have perspective and experiences worth 

learning about. If one embodies a dominant identity within a public and, as a result, does not have 

epistemic justification for social distrust, it may be easy or tempting to claim that those exhibiting 

distrust are being irrational or too sensitive.19 Such dismissive reactions to epistemically justified 

distrust further degrade trust because they provide additional justification for the distruster’s distrust 

by providing additional evidence that the reliance and competence conditions for social trust are not 

met. When those with dominant identities reject what individuals who have been oppressed say 

about that very oppression, they show themselves to be untrustworthy members of a public. The 

better course of action is to take the time to listen to those who have been oppressed and to be 

prepared to learn things that challenge one’s current perceptions of society.   

Though this may sound fairly straightforward, it is very difficult in practice. Because of social 

positioning and the differing epistemic resources available to those in various social positions, it can 

be difficult to understand and believe others speaking from different social positions (Dotson 2011). 

In addition, as Charles Mills (1997) argues, the epistemic resources available to those in dominant 

social positions are meant to obscure conditions of oppression. Thus, socially dominant ways of 

thinking and knowing do not lend themselves to this practice.  

Moving from these general approaches for building trust, we will now present a theoretical 

and practical difficulty for building trust, along with two specific strategies that distrusted entities 

 
19 This is a common reaction of dominant groups to the testimony of people who have been and continue to be 
oppressed. This is a form of gaslighting (for more on gaslighting, see Abramson 2014, Cooper 2015, Cherry 2018, 
Berenstain 2020, Ruíz 2020). 
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might engage in to build trust. When the conditions for social distrust have been met, individuals 

who respond rationally to reasons will exhibit behaviors that are consistent with such distrust. Thus, 

for example, if they distrust medical professionals, they will rationally avoid the doctor or at the very 

least be hesitant. Remember, however, that social distrust functions at the group level. This means 

that communities with members who are justified in socially distrusting will exhibit these distrust-

consistent behaviors. These distrust-consistent behaviors will be enacted toward the distrusted 

community as a whole (individual members of the distrusted community need not have individually 

behaved in untrustworthy ways). Because these behaviors are supported by shared justified beliefs, 

the behaviors may persist over time. Thus, the distrust-consistent behavior may become a social 

norm itself that is in some ways independent from the epistemic justification of the distrust. For 

example, we can imagine a social norm of Avoid Doctors supported by the following conditional 

preference: 

Avoid Doctors: The Avoid Doctors norm is a rule of behavior that individuals prefer to conform 
to on the condition that they have the factual beliefs that (1) most people in their reference 
network will avoid doctors when possible and (2) most people in their reference network 
have a belief that they ought to avoid doctors when possible.  
 

Notice that the norm itself, at least when articulated within the Bicchieri (2017) framework, does not 

include the epistemic justification for the behavior of avoiding doctors. This does not mean that the 

epistemic justification does not play a role; in fact, the personal normative beliefs supporting (2) 

likely involve epistemic justification for distrust of doctors. However, this means that the group-level 

regulation of behavior is something over and above specific cases of justified distrust. Thus, building 

trust requires not only providing first-order evidence to people that they can trust their doctors; it 

also requires providing higher-order evidence that social perceptions are changing in an epistemically 

justified way toward greater trust in doctors. These tasks must be rooted in changing social 

conditions, and not merely changing social messaging. That is to say, it is not enough just to argue 

that doctors are trustworthy.  
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With this in mind, we can identify some more specific strategies public health entities can 

adopt for building trust. As we emphasized earlier, these strategies will not include ignoring or 

dismissing the epistemic justification for distrust. Rather, it requires acknowledging the distrust and 

moving from this location. In her discussion of potential roads for norm change, Bicchieri notes that 

a public commitment to change can be useful. In the case of a hospital or other public health entity, 

a costly signal of this type might look like a public acknowledgement of historical involvement with 

morally bad practices and a commitment to avoiding such practices in the future. Bicchieri (2017) 

writes, “Nothing will convince others about the depth of our commitment like a costly signal” (191).  

Though she is discussing norm change within communities that already trust one another to comply 

with social norms, this idea can be extended to communities that do not trust one another when the 

threat to the promiser’s reputation is high enough. In other words, something must be at stake on 

the part of the promiser if they do not fulfill their promise to the promisee. If, on the other hand, 

there will be no damage to reputation if the promiser does not uphold her promise, the public 

commitment will not be very effective. Thus, the health entity’s public commitment must include 

some strategies for accountability. 

Though this public commitment may improve things a bit, it does not undo the epistemic 

justification for distrust. Not only must the health entity follow through on their commitment, they 

may have to engage in other actions that begin to unravel the distrust and the behavioral norms that 

come with it (Tam 2021). One strategy might be to begin to train and hire medical professionals that 

are members of the public who have been previously harmed by the bad past actions of medical 

establishments. Here we mean a long-term commitment that includes identifying young people from 

oppressed communities who are interested in health-related careers, supporting them through 

schooling and training, and guiding them through the hiring process. Though this is a long process, 

if the doctors in question are individuals from the community with this norm, eventually the beliefs 
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supporting Avoid Doctors, for example, will begin to be undermined. This improves trust of medical 

entities by changing the social positions of those who are working and providing services within this 

entity.  

In summary, building trust in societies that exhibit justified social distrust is difficult because 

of the distrust already present, but it is not impossible. Potential pathways for building trust include 

transparency and honesty, acknowledging that many individuals are justified in distrusting entities, 

listening with an open-mind to the reasons people offer for their distrust, being willing to take costly 

actions in order to earn trust, and making long-term investments in those who are part of 

communities that have been oppressed.  

V. Conclusion 
 
 In this paper we have developed the concept of social distrust and provided empirical 

evidence that the conditions for justified social distrust are met for Black people living in the U.S. 

who continue to be oppressed due to numerous social and material conditions set up and 

maintained by individuals and institutions holding the most power in the U.S. Our goal in 

delineating such a concept is to provide the conceptual tools for those embodying dominant social 

identities to take responsibility for and work toward building social trust. Perhaps the most 

important point here is that individuals in dominant social positions need to first work on 

themselves, toward becoming a people worthy of trust, before focusing on changing the beliefs or 

behaviors of others. All too often in U.S history the emphasis has been on compelling those who 

have already been oppressed to change. The argument we’ve given in this paper shifts the 

responsibility to those that have proved themselves untrustworthy and provides potential pathways 

for building a society that everyone can trust.  
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